
 

America’s model of global market capitalism, while growing unprecedented levels of wealth
and high living standards for some, is built upon a faulty foundation. As a result, America

struggles to maintain its productive capacity and resilience in the face of increasing global
turbulence. Our economy’s flawed structure places all Americans in jeopardy of supply chain

disruptions, turbulent energy markets, growing social unrest, extensive environmental and
ecological impacts, and of course global pandemics. Hanging in the balance is the security,

health, and prosperity of every American, the wholeness of our communities, and the
ecosystems upon which we all rely. 

 
A principal tenet of Growing In is that ecology, social justice, capitalism, and technology are

more allies than enemies. Drawing upon centuries of research in economics and ecology, this
talk builds an economic framework around three foundational components: diversity, energy,
and trade. While abundant research exists on each of these components in isolation of one

another, an understanding of their interactions in a self-regulating economy is missing. 
 

Ample global research and case studies in economics and ecology indicate diversity plays a
key role in the productive capacity and resilience of a complex self-regulating system. And

an equivalent body of evidence makes the case that energy and resource transfers (i.e.,
trade) have degraded economic diversity across the American economy and the globe. In

pursuing a path of economic restoration, we will address: How big of an economy is too big,
and how small is too small? Are there thresholds of capital accumulation that threaten an

economy’s productive capacity? What aspects of economic diversity are responsible for a
nation’s productive capacity, resilience, employment, and security? And, finally, are there

limits to growth? 
 

Leaning on the collective knowledge of evolution, succession, and restoration ecology, this
talk will close by laying the groundwork for economic restoration. And in the process of

restoration, a more resilient economy is born, such that humanity’s most important social
and environmental solutions may thrive in the face of growing global turbulence. 
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